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r Baulderstone 
Homibrook J.aunch 

T
HE training program being conducted 

by Holmesglen Institute for 

Baulderstone Hornibrook Engineering 

(BHE) on the Western Link Project was 

officially launched by the Minister for Tertiary 

Education, the Hon. Phil Honeywood on 16 

December 1997. The launch was held at 

Baulderstone's site offices located in Victoria 

Dock. 

Project Director, Joe Dumovic, gave an 

overview of the project. Also present were 

two Baulderstone employees, Leen 

Zonnerveldt (a BHE skills assessor) and Luigi 

Lobosco (a construction worker who had recently undertaken 

assessment). 

Following the formal launch, the group was taken on a tour of the 

impressive Yarra Bridge. Construction Manager.Adam Hudson, 

provided the group with information on the interesting construction 

methods employed on this cantilevered bridge. The cityscape 

provided a magnificent backdrop for the tour. 

The Minister said that the project was an important benchmark for 

industry and other educational providers because it is being 

conducted entirely on-site and it accepts full recognition of prior 

learning of the staff. Another important feature of the qualification 

towards which Certificate Ill in Civil Construction staff were 

working is that the qualification is completely portable and can be 

supplemented with further study. 
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On the Yarra Bridge, the Hon. Phil Honeywood 
with Leen Zonnerveldt and Luigi Lobosco. 
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Chrissie CoutsourekJs -
Twentieth Anniversary 

A
SK Chrissie Coutsourelos 

what she likes about working 

at Holmesglen and she will 

say the people. "Those who work 

at Holmesglen have time for 

others. They are committed and 

caring and make Holmesglen what 

it is today:' This is a philosophy 

Chrissie herself lives by. Those 

who know her well would say she 

loves life and people. This is why 

she has enjoyed over 20 years with 

the Institute (four with Caulfield lnstitute,TAFE 

division). 

Chrissie is grateful to the Institute for the 

opportunities it has provided her over her 20 

years of employment. She says, "Holmesglen 

provided me with the opportunity to work in an 

office, which is what I really wanted". 

As a 17 year old, Chrissie immigrated from Egypt 

with her parents and brother, to be with her 

eldest brother. She did not know anyone and 

had to suspend her plans of studying office 

administration. Finding part-time employment as 

the secretary to the principal at Caulfield 

Institute kick started Chrissie's career in office 

administration. This part-time employment 

progressed into full-time, with Chrissie working 

in ten positions over the twenty years. At 

Caulfield Institute, Chrissie worked as the 

Secretary to the Head of Department in 

Humanities and Applied Sciences; the Secretary 

to the General Studies Department; the co

ordinator of a youth employment program 

(EPUY), where she had the chance to help build 
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the confidence of youth in the rural areas of 

Victoria; acting secretary to the principal of 

TAFE/Deputy Director of Caulfield Institute. 

When the TAFE division of Caulfield Institute 

became Holmesglen Institute, Chrissie took the 

role of Administrative Officer to the Director, 

then the Secretary to the Deputy Director, 

Planning and Operations. Chrissie followed 

David Duggan (then Deputy Director, Planning 

and Operations) to the new Furnishing Industry 

Training Centre, where she worked for 2 years. 

In January 1997, Chrissie took up her current 

position as Functions Co-ordinator at the 

Conference Centre, where she does almost 

everything from taking client bookings to making 

sure that unauthorised vehicles do not park in 

the Centre's carpark. Although this new position 

is different to her other administrative roles, 

Chrissie has found her background skills have 

been useful. 

What Chrissie loves most about the position is 

that it provides direct contact with people and 

allows her to work with a great team comprising 

of Damien Smith and Annette Smith. She also 

says it has brought out the saleswoman in her. 

Chrissie finds herself selling the Centre to 

clients, and receives a great confidence boost 

when she gets a new client on her list. 

During twenty years, Chrissie acknowledges that 

a lot has changed, especially in the growth of the 

Institute, both physically and as a highly 

respected TAFE Institute. She says that this was 

evident when she was at Caulfield. 

CONTINUED _.. 



Infonnation Day 

W
TH first round offers published in the 

papers on Monday 19 January, those 

students who did not receive their 

preferred placements were looking for other 

options. Holmesglen took advantage of this 

opportunity by holding its Information Day on 

Wednesday 21 January, from 2pm to 8pm. 

The day was a success with over 1300 visitors 

to the Conference Centre. Those attending the 

day came for various reasons: students who 

were accepted into their course at Holmesglen 

wishing to view the facilities; students unhappy 

with their first round offer and investigating 

courses at Holmesglen; those still deciding on a 

The Hairy Holmesglen bear cuddles up to 
David Thorpe from Bricklaying 

course. A number of visitors had been 

accepted into high profile university 

places but found Holmesglen's courses 

suited their needs instead. 

Visitors to the Conference Centre 

were greeted by a hairy Holmesglen 

mascot, handing out Holmesglen 

balloons, and creating interest from 

drivers along Warrigal Road. Visitors 

were also given Holmesglen showbags 

containing posters, planners, 

directories and brightly coloured pens, 

Ceramic work is complemented by 
the study area photograph 

with the slogan:"helping you achieve your best". 

Ceramics, Interior Decoration and Design, 

Horticulture and Multimedia also showcased 

work produced by students. The award winning 

Lofa project featured in the foyer of the 

Conference Centre. It is hoped that next year 

more of our students' work will be presented. 

THE NEXT INFORMATION 

DAY IS SCHEDULED FOR 

SATURDAY 22 AUGUST. 

Steve Hore explaining the lnstitute's Recreation 
courses to an interested visitor 

Chrissie is not only grateful to the Institute for 

the opportunities it has allowed her, but also for 

the invaluable friendships she has made along the 

way. She is still in contact with all the friends she 

has made at the Institute, past and present staff 

included. 

Earl Pike (Horticulture) with a prospective student 

When asked about the future, Chrissie is very 

definite about what she would like to do. She 

hopes to expand her voluntary work with the 

disabled and disadvantaged. 
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Planning/or the 
Information Commons 

THE Library recently held a 21/2 day 

Strategic Planning in-service to examine 

the impact of the Information Commons 

on current services, resources and facilities. 

This is the first occasion where all Library staff 

have had the opportunity to participate in a 

residential planning session of this kind. 

Ubrary staff discuss the issues raised at the in-service 

Karen Owen set the scene on day one by 

discussing the lnstitute's Information Technology 

direction and emphasising the need for all staff 

to have a working familiarity with new 

technologies, as they become more intrinsic to 

the lnstitute's educational process. She also 
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commented on the continuing integration of 

information-related functions brought about by 

the new learning technologies. 

Paul Bent and Ron Gascoigne joined the staff for 

the afternoon session which focused on the 

Information Commons as a collaborative 

environment, where computing, teaching, audio

visual and 'knowledge management' functions will 

be carried out within the one physical 

environment. Issues relating to staffing roles, 

skills, responsibilities and training were discussed 

for staff within each of these departments.A 

need was also identified for a strengthening of 

relationships between teaching staff and 

administrative departments in order to jointly 

contribute to educational outcomes. 

The Heads of Department for both Computer 

and Media Services also joined Library staff for 

the evening session where some were observed 

lingering over the occasional glass of medicinal 

refreshment! 

The following two days focused on future 

directions for specific library operations and 

challenges ahead in information literacy 

instruction, access to electronic information and 

continuing to provide expert service both face

to-face and via electronic communications. 

While the program was, of necessity, tight the 

outcomes as well as feedback from staff 

indicated that it was a very worthwhile exercise. 

- Marion King 
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Oh, What a Night! 

O
NE could have been forgiven for 

mistaking the laughter and applause 

coming from the Conference Centre on 

Thursday 27 November, for the audience of a 

Wendy Harmer gig. The 160 students, parents 

and guests certainly enjoyed the evening, even 

though it could hardly be described as a comedy 

night. 

The reason for the high levels of joy and elation 

were all the success stories from the Pre

employment and Training program.There were 

no failures, only achievers! This is quite an 

achievement for 50 or so students who, for most 

of their lives, have only known pain, failure and 

derision when it came to describing their school 

experience. 

Most of the students have come from a 

background of learning and social problems and 

from "special schools". In the year spent at 

Holmesglen the students gained confidence, built 

up their self esteem, learned to work with 

others, overcame their fears, conquered many 

challenges and ... had a darn good time! 

This all showed at the Awards night where 

emotions were soaring high. Parents couldn't 

believe that their children could get up in front 

of a theatre full of people and make a speech. 

They were elated by the reports from teachers, 

and achievement awards in the many areas 

ranging from vocational electives to work 

experience. 

A special award was also presented to Eddie 

Rejman, Lamination Production Manager at OMS 

Glass, who was the guest speaker. OMS glass has 

a history of supporting the employment program 

at Holmesglen by providing work experience 

and, on many occasions, employment to past 

students. Eddie talked to students about his 

personal experience of starting work at an early 

age and working his way to the top. The story of 

hard work, determination and dedication was an 

inspiring message to both students and parents. 

Fay Maglen, the Literacy teacher, was thrilled to 

report on the achievements of students in the 

areas of reading and 

comprehension. The 

culmination of their 

success was the Pre

Employment Magazine 

which had contributions 

of original poems and 

reports about the year's 

activities, as well as art 

work inspired by visits to the State Gallery and 

photographs from students taking the 

photography elective, which was introduced this 

year. The magazine editors, Beatriz Debora and 

Christina Tsupakis reported on the enthusiastic 

contribution from the many students this year 

and presented Fay with 

a bunch of flowers to 

thank her for her 

support. 

The electives staff 

joined in the spirit of 

the evening. Pat Seddon, 

the Head of 

Department, presented the awards and 

certificates to students. Both Gael McRae 

(program co-ordinator) and Pat Seddon were 

also thanked with flowers for their support 

throughout the year.The evening sparked waves 

of laughter as Halina Bluzer introduced state-of

the-art technology by incorporating video 

footage of Jumbuk Camp activities depicting 

students abseiling down 30 metre trees, walking 

on high ropes and screaming their way down a 

flying fox. Student work was displayed in the 

foyer for parents to view after the presentations. 

A memorable evening was had by all, and as one 

of the parents said, "This is a night I will never 

forget.A year ago I never would have believed 

my shy son could get up in front of 160 people 

and give a speech:' 
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Cathy Shields 
(centre) with her 

"Cooking and 
Nutrition" students 

presenting their 
Christmas ginger 
bread houses at 

Awards Night 

Pre-employment 
students showing 
off"the fruits of 

their labours". 
(L_R) Tasia, Simone, 
Chris and Damion. 



Disc TobenHivu 
our 

GraduATES T
OBEN Hivu, a plumbing teacher from the Solomon Islands' College of Higher 

Education, was awarded a Fellowship from the International Labour Organisation to 

study the Advanced Certificate in Plumbing at Holmesglen for six months. 

The Fellowship was part of a review by the ILO which resulted in 

training ailocated for the plumbing field. As a requirement of the 

Fellowship,Toben was to report back to the ILO on what he learned 

during his time at Holmesglen. 

As a teacher in the School of Industrial Development, Toben saw the 

fellowship as an opportunity to gain a higher level of training and skills in 

the plumbing field. He was especially eager to learn the design aspect of 

plumbing, focusing on the designing of fire hydrants and the plumbing of 

high rise buildings. 

The course also focused on law and regulations and building communication skills. Toben says the 

communications skills helped him build a good understanding of meetings and negotiations, and feels 

confident of actively taking part in and chairing a meeting. 

While Toben found being away from his family and friends hard, he enjoyed his time at Holmesglen. It 

certainly did not impede his study. Toben completed the two year program in six months. Because of 

the short time frame given by the fellowship,Toben had to undertake some of the twelve units in the 

Carpentry Department as the subjects were not offered at that time in the Plumbing Department. 

Toben was so happy with the course and Holmesglen, he said he would definitely be recommending it 

to his friends back home. 

Sammy Waihiga 

SAMMYWAIHIGA IS COMPLETING 

A DIPLOMA OF INFORMATION 

TECHNOLOGY AT HOLMESGLEN 

INSTITUTE OFTAFE 

R
SEARCH undertaken by 

ecturer Leah Maine, showed 

hat many students graduating 

from the Diploma of Information 

Technology course started their own 

businesses in PC installation and LAN 

(local area network) management. A 

"Small Business Training" module was 

therefore included in the course. The 

module requires students to develop a 

business plan for a hypothetical 

company which they believe to be 

viable.The assignments that resulted 

from this course have been exciting to 

read, with some great innovative ideas 

for business. Several students were 
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inspired by the exercise and actually 

put the business plan into action: one 

such student is Sammy Waihiga. 

Sammy immigrated to Australia from 

Kenya five years ago. Initially 

studying chemical engineering at 

university, he identified that 

computing was the industry of the 

future and enrolled at Holmesglen. 

Sammy identified an opportunity for 

an import and export proprietor 

business, initially under the umbrella 

of an Australian owned company 

specialising in import and export of 

CONTINUED .... 



just &trtingAround .. 
GROUP of Michael Schumacher like speed 

emons participated in a go-karting 

onanza organised by the Computer 

Services Department, with the support of the 

Holmesglen Social Committee, at the Le Mans 

Grand Prix circuit in Keysborough, on Thursday 

I I December 1997. 

To get a driver's perspective,Andrew Adamson 

generously volunteered to give a detailed insight 

into the event. 

"Perhaps it was no coincidence that the 

Personnel and Computing Departments were 

the most heavily represented at the Go-Karting 

night late last year - maybe the constant 

challenges of sorting out other people's 

problems needs a night of roaring around a small 

track deep in the heart of Keysborough by way 

of recovery. Business Studies (led by "Feral" 

Frank Virik) and Language Programs were also 

represented. Buoyed by his success in the first of 

these meets, Ron ("Guzzler") Gascoigne 

organized the evening to which about 20 

intrepid folk came. 

As the sun went down, the first group of ten 

drivers were trussed up in a web of seatbelts 

and helmeted up in the "baby" versions of these 

low slung oversized fast-moving motor mowers 

and then launched into the "warm up" round of 

15 or so laps of bumping and mayhem. It takes 

this long for beginners to get the trick of putting 

the accelerator flat to the boards, hoping that 

they put the brake on at the right time before 

commodity goods. He purchases cheap second 

hand computers from auctions, newspapers and 

local magazines. He then services or upgrades 

them and exports them to Kenya where a 

healthy demand exists for cheap, early model 

PCs. All computers are sold in Kenya from a 

warehouse which specialises in second hand 

goods. The computers are sold as second hand, 

thereby removing the need for a guarantee. 

spinning around some tight corner and up the 

engine block of the snail ahead.Then it was a 

"fuel and Fosters" break before everybody 

graduated to the 

genuinely nippy Speed 

Karts.And the result .... 

well it was a victory of 

youth over experience 

with the "fix-it fast" guys 

from Computer Services 

dominating the field. 

Among the winners 

were Tim Kaye and Matt 

Kobelt with other solid 

performances from 

David Medlicott,Adam 

Virik,Anthony Hall, 

Adrian Kelly and a (late

arriving) Martin Power .. 

Looks as though Ron 

will have to hold a 

return match. Personnel 

is out for revenge ..... " 

Everyone who 

participated on the day 

had a great time and 

special thanks should go 

to Ron Gascoigne and 

Gerard Hayes for 

helping to organise the 

event. 

'What did you say about my driving .. . 
I know exaaly what's going on ... " 

The Holmesglen Dealers Team 

Don't let the hairnets fool you: these guys were 
serious ... (L-R) Ron Gascoigne, Paul Wong 

Sammy's business plan identified his target 

market including an analysis of the profile of his 

potential customers and the external factors 

which can affect business. 

The first few shipments of computers to Kenya 

have already taken place, and one has the sense 

that Sammy will succeed. 
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End ofYear Christmas Dinner 

P
ACCT staff celebrated Christmas with the 

annual get together at the Conference 

Centre on 23 December. While it was a 

good opportunity to relax and catch up with 

other departments, it also provided an 

opportunity to farewell four staff from T&DS. 

Barrie Morrison, Helen Flanders, Barry Hodgson 

and Ian Heatley left the Institute at the end of 

1997. 

Ian Heatley has also retired after spending 11 

years with Holmesglen. Ian, who previously 

worked with the OTFE, was the Curriculum 

Maintenance Manager for the last three years at 

the Institute. Ian is looking forward to spending 

time with his family, playing bowls and using his 

farewell gift - a fishing rod. 

Another retiree, Barry Hodgson, intends to 

freelance his services as a graphic artist. After 

being with the Institute for 13 years, Barry has 

ambitions of moving to Brisbane and attempting 

to be a "Beach Bum". 

Barrie Morrison, 

who was with the 

Institute for I I 

years, retired and 

is hoping to spend 

more time with 

his family. Barrie 

was a plumber by 

trade who moved 

A keen traveller and sailor; Heather Flanders has 

left the Institute to travel to Holland to visit her 

husband's family. Heather spent 13 years with 

the Institute as an Administrative Officer. 

Farewelling the Institute (L-R): Helen Flanders, H I I . . to o mesg en Bame Morrison, Barry Hodgson and Ian Heatley. 

Leonie Millar wished the foursome well in their 

future ventures, presenting each with a farewell 

gift and "Barry card" (except for Barry himself, of 

course). 
from Swinburne 

University. 

Glass & Glazing Christmas Bash 

Ted Smith, Marion Jackson, Uz Sujica and 
Margaret Dunn try their hand at betting. 

A strange sight in the Glass and Glazing barn. 
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T
RADITIONAL Christmas trimmings were thrown out the 

window at the staff Christmas bash hosted by Glass and 

Glazing on 18 December. 

Instead of the usual Christmas decorations, the Glass and Glazing 

barn became a punter's paradise. Spring Racing Carnival 

paraphernalia decked the walls and staff were given 'Holmesglen 

money' to bet on the Holmesglen Cup. Bookmaker P. Rivatisation 

(grandson of the late A. Malgamation) took bets on horses such as 

Skipper Walsh, Canduffa Puffa, Porky Cowburn, Dunno Dunn, Two 

Tonne Timmy. Mick the Bull won the race, with namesake, Mick 

Buultjens taking out the winnings, as he was the only one to back 

the horse. 

While the traditional roast was served to staff, and Santa did appear 

at some stage during the festivities, Santa took back stage to 

comedian, Marty Fields who entertained guests with humour 

reminiscent of his late father, Maurie Fields. 

Staff enjoyed themselves immensely, and were later seen doing some 

sort of hokey pokey, "Simon says" game (as our pictures show). The 

mind boggles!!! 



Kids) Xmas Party 

A
NOTHER very successful and enjoyable Kids' 

Christmas Party was held on Sunday 7 December 

1997, outside the main cafeteria, Chadstone Campus, 

from I 0.30am to about 3.30pm. 

Under the strict supervision of the Social Committee and 

jolly old St. Nicholas, children and parents alike were 

treated to fairy floss, drinks, ice cream, lollies while 

bouncing around in the inflatable castle, or spinning 

The Hogans (L-R): 
Back: Karren, Tim; 
Mid: Sally, Charlie; 

Front Billy, Luke 

around on the merry-go-round. For those with a more Back:Michae/Turnbull, 
Front L-R: Suzanne, 

serious appetite, Eric and Bill from Spotless Catering, Hannah, Briahnn and 
Kyle Turnbull 

once again, did a wonderful job preparing a top notch 

barbecue for all in attendance. 

One of the many parents in attendance on the day was 

Gerard Hayes from the Computer Services 

Department, who commented that all the children 

loved their presents and had a great time participating 

in the activities. 

Tracey and Greg 
Fletcher, with son 
Michael 

Special thanks for their hard work leading up to, and on the 

day, should go to Susan O'Brien, Shirley Borlase, Chris 

Jansz, Peter Harbour, Tim Hogan and Jim Ducrow for 

making the day a great one. 
Heather Ryan with 

grandchildren Shannon, 
Daniel, and in front,jessica. 

Serious Study, Serious Fun 

H
OLMESGLEN is hosting an enthusiastic 

group of 32 young Taiwanese students 

who arrived in Melbourne on Sunday I 

February 1998 for a two week study tour. 

The tour is a first for the Institute, and according 

to Rosemary Rainer who is overseeing the 

project, will not only help promote Holmesglen 

in Taiwan, but expand into an important 

commercial avenue that such tours can provide. 

Tour co-ordinator.Alistair Rice of the Centre for 

Language programs, said that the students will be 

accommodated by homestay families in the local 

area. Alistair met the group at the airport and 

immediately headed into the city for a tour 

which included the Botanical Gardens, Fitzroy 

Gardens, the Shrine of Remembrance and 

Melbourne University. Other excursions during 

the two week period will include visits to the 

Rialto observation tower, Puffing Billy, Healesville 

Sanctuary and Canberra. 

However, some serious studying will also be 

completed as the group will be attending English 

lessons at the Chadstone Campus. Rosemary 

said that the students would benefit from 

learning in Australia as they would be constantly 

immersed in an 

English speaking 

environment and 

culture. Students 

have the option of 

returning to 

Australia after the 

tour has finished 

and completing a 

course at 

Holmesglen. 

We wish the students well and hope that their 

stay in Australia is a safe and rewarding one. 
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MinuTES 
....... ~~ 

DIRECTOR'S REPORT 
Council of 

Holmesglen 
Institute of 

TAFE 
Meeting 9197 
Heldon17 

December 1997 

MINISTERIAL REVIEW OFTAFE 

The Director advised that the Ramler 

Report on the Ministerial Review of 

TAFE was delayed until Friday, 

19/12/97. 

AWARDS WEEK 1998 

Council was advised that plans are in 

place to set aside a week in May ( 13-

24 May 1998) to highlight a special 

feature of awards at Holmesglen. An Awards 

Committee, chaired by David Duggan is planning 

for a week of activities comprising school tours 

to the Institute, a Golf Day for sponsors and 

various awards evenings, culminating with a 

dinner at the Hilton Hotel to make 

presentations to outstanding Holmesglen 

students, Employer of the Year and Staff Member 

of the Year. 

BAULDERSTONE HORNIBROOK -

WESTERN LINK PROJECT 

The HIT - Baulderstone Training Project was 

launched on I 6/ 12/97 by Minister Honeywood 

and the Project Manager of the Western Link 

Project. The Director said that it was a 

remarkable project which had the support of 

OTFE, and has enabled Holmesglen to establish a 

good relationship with Baulderstone 

Hornibrook. 

THE YEAR IN REVIEW 

In reflecting the Year 1997, the Director spoke 

on some of the positive outcomes from 1997. 

These included financial allocations and the 

commencement of plans for Building 8 and 

Waverley, the Council Conference, continued 

efforts in Enterprise Bargaining, continuation of 

international programs, the emergence of new 
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enterprise activities, the Building Industry 

Training Centre, new programs in multimedia, 

and the move towards self accreditation. 

However, some issues of concern include a 

continuing decline in recurrent funding, the lack 

of a clear strategy by government in relation to 

priorities, a decline in student numbers in 1997, 

and the escalating pressures on costs in relation 

to building maintenance and salaries. Added to 

these concerns was the uncertainty surrounding 

the Ministerial Review of Metropolitan TAFE, the 

outcome of which was still unknown. 

He thanked the Council for the significant 

contribution it has made to the Institute in 1997, 

and looked forward to the Council's continued 

involvement with the development of the 

Institute in 1998. 

1998 HIT - OTFE PERFORMANCE 

AGREEMENT 

The Council noted that the 1998 HIT - OTFE 

Performance Agreement differs from previous 

Agreements in that partial funding (80%) for 

national student contact hours was for 

apprentices only. The Director said that 

budgeting for 1998 will be difficult because the 

amount of government funding will be 

dependent upon student enrolment patterns. As 

government funding for SCHs continues to 

decline, the Institute will need to focus on 

developing strategies for fee for service 

activities. 

He further said that review standards required 

for the 1998 Agreement have been reduced, but 

emphasis has been placed on 2 areas in 1998, 

viz., the invalid module enrolment and module 

load enrolment rate. 

Council gave approval for the 1998 HIT - OTFE 

Performance Agreement to be signed subject to 

clarification with OTFE regarding funding 



allocations for Building 8 which had been 

omitted in Section D, Schedule 3 of the 

Agreement. 

I 997 GRADUATE DESTINATION SURVEY 

OF 1996 GRADUATES 

The Director gave a brief report of the 1997 

Graduate Destination Survey of 1996 graduates 

which was conducted on a national basis. He 

said that 757 students from Holmesglen were 

surveyed, with the largest number of 

respondents from the trade areas. 

The findings indicated that more than 70% of 

HIT graduates were employed at 30 May 1997. 

About 55% who were unemployed when they 

commenced their studies at Holmesglen were 

now working. The overwhelming reason for 

Cy_liersPACE 

students doing a course was vocational. About 

40% of respondents were from Non English 

Speaking Background. 

The survey also raised some significant issues 

concerning careers and employment information 

and the status of a TAFE qualification. The 

Director said that these important issues will 

need to be addressed. 

1998 ATI CONFERENCE - BALLARAT 

SCHOOL OF MINES 

The Annual ATI Conference will be held at the 

Ballarat School of Mines and Industries from 

March 27 - 29, 1998. The theme for the 

conference is "Intelligent Leadership in TAFE''. 

Council members who are interested to attend 

the ATI Conference are asked to contact the 

Director's office. 

CSD and Windows NT 
During the holiday period in January, the 

Computer Services Department has been 

developing the new student desktop 

configuration for Windows NT. 

All computer labs will now have NT as their 

desktop operating system. The two CAD labs 

will be installed with Windows 95. Some 

teaching staff PCs have also been converted to 

NT, while administration and remaining teacher 

PCs will be progressively converted during 1998. 

Each student will have an individual login 

password and their PCs will all have Microsoft 

Word, Excel, Powerpoint,Access, Netscape 

CommunicatorWeb Browser.VET and Touch 

Type installed on their hard disk. 

An application launcher will provide the 

additional applications that a course requires, as 

specified by individual Departments. Details for 

the student accounts have been transferred from 

the StudentAdministration System and the 

Novell accounts are created automatically. 

Students who have not yet received an ID 

number will be able to use a temporary ID. 

Teachers can also make use of student PCs by 

logging on with a special ID.Teachers will see the 

same desktop 

configuration as 

students and will be 

able to control the 

print queues in the lab. 

If you have any further 

queries, please contact 

the Computer 

Services Department 

on ext. 1625. L-R: Ron Gascoigne, David Medlicott, 
Chris Puchalski and Dick Ueu 
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Cinema Advertising 
The Institute has launched a Cinema Advertising 

campaign with Media Entertainment Group 

which services Village Roadshow cinemas. 

Cinema advertising has been upgraded and no 

longer utilises the older "slide" medium. 

The new format comprises computer generated 

images which are shot onto film and utilises the 

Dolby sound system in cinemas. Watch out for 

our 15 second advertisement at the movies at 

Crown Casino.Waverley Gardens, Rivoli and 

Southland. 

Holmesglen~ Virtual Tour 
The Marketing Unit, in association with IPIX 

Australia and Asia Pacific Online, have now 

completed a project that allows a viewer of the 

Home Page to take a virtual tour of the Institute 

with the use of advanced photographic 

technology. What does all this mean? We 

recommend that you log on to the site at: 

aone.www.holmesglen.vic.edu.au 

and take the tour for yourself. 
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Farewell jenny and Mark 
Two more Training and Development Services 

staff members said goodbye to the Institute in 

1997. Jenny Blain and Mark Kelly have both 

taken up positions with other organisations. 

Jenny, who has been with the Institute for 12 

years, has taken twelve months industry leave to 

work as a business analyst with AsymetrixAsia 

Pacific. Jenny spent a number of years with 

Business and Computing as a teacher, and then, 

Head of Department in Computing. Jenny 

moved to T&DS in December 1996 as a Project 

Officer and helped to establish ORDAC (Online 

Research and Development Access Centre). 

After 18 months of service as a Project Officer, 

Mark Kelly has left the Institute to take up a 

position with Melbourne Institute ofTextiles as 

the General Manager ofTeaching Services. 

The Institute wishes both Jenny and Mark the 

best in their new positions. 

Dorothy Jackson's Birthday 
Dorothy Jackson enjoyed another birthday 

celebration organised by her fellow Business and 

Computing pals. As she walked into her office 

which was filled with helium balloons, there was 

no way Dorothy would forget the day. 

Dorothy, delighted with a surprise party 




